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Tara Stillions Whitehead finds success with new book

Blood Histories is a collection of unique writing from Galileo Press
About the Book
Tara Stillions Whitehead makes an honest and masterful debut with Blood
Histories. Unlike most of us, her skeleton includes a restless bone, an ironic bone,
a giving bone, and even bones meant for flight. She uses all of her bones as she
bridges her journey from predicament to transcendence, always aware, and always
not so aware, and as eager for revelation as the reader. At the very least, she’s
unafraid. At her best, she caresses truth without squeezing it dry. Whitehead fully
gets that there is a child in every adult who thinks with her heart and feels with her
mind, even if that grown up has had too much living and yet thrills for life, aches
for it, wants it like a cool tongue in a mad hot kiss. Yes, there are old and new
wounds, but hers is not one lonely narrative of trauma or recovery. Whitehead’s
journey is not to discover her one true voice but to always be looking for it, trying
out sounds and pauses and yells. “I will tell you my story,” she says, near the end of
this book. “If you can hear me.”

About the Author
Tara Stillions Whitehead is a filmmaker and multi-genre writer living in Central Pennsylvania. Graduate of University of Southern California’s School of Cinema-Television
Production and San Diego State University’s Creative Writing MFA Program. Her
writing was included in the 2021 Wigleaf Top 50 and has been nominated for various
awards, including Best of the Net, AWP Intro Journal Awards, and the Pushcart Prize. A
former DGA assistant director for television, she is currently Assistant Professor of Film,
Video, and Digital Media Production at Messiah University, where she serves as production faculty for narrative filmmaking.

About Galileo Press
Galileo Press meets its authors in the lobby and the alley. Since 1979, we’ve shaped books in a way that gives the
reader a path into the author’s dark wood, and to find ways to let the reader breathe once she’s come inside the forest.
In addition to Tara Stillions Whitehead, our recent book projects include the Indiana Poet Laureate Matthew Graham’s
The Geography of Home, Julia Wendell’s memoir Come to the X, Jan LaPerle’s Maybe the Land Sings Back, Jessica
Bonder’s Bell and Light, Colette DeDonato’s Orphanalia, and Jessica Murray’s Singing without Melody.
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dipping to drink and finding
fuel. Stunned and coming
up for air, you said kissing me
was like having the sun in your mouth.”
- To a Dragon, by Marisa P. Clark
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A Few Questions for Tara Stillions Whitehead
Barrett: To me, there’s a suspense problem with first person voice. For starters, you know the
author lives, or how else could she have written it? But there were many moments in Blood
Histories where I yelled at the page “Don’t go there, you’ll die!” And sure enough, you went
there, and the panic rained down on me. Did you know you would survive?
Tara: Look at the Ancient Greeks and their omniscient choruses. We know what will happen
to Oedipus before the story begins, and so did the Greeks. When combined with the ostensibly
confessional qualities of a first-person narrator, readers place expectation on the story and the
storyteller. To be fair, expectations exist from the moment we pick up a book or catch a glimpse
of a film one-sheet (or trailer). Browsing the nonfiction section of the library, the very act of
categorization, imposes expectations on our reading processes. When Sophocles lays out the entire
plot of Oedipus Rex, he is alleviating the expectation associated with suspense, allowing the reader
to experience the moments as they happen, without an eye on the trajectory. That said, the chorus
establishes “inescapable fate” as the conflict, something our antihero needs to overcome, which is
arguably a mechanism for suspense.
In Blood Histories, I like when my characters, who sometimes take the form of my past
selves, act out in authentically dissatisfactory or antithetical ways, but I also enjoy seeing them
do what they want to do, what they need to do. The “I” in Blood Histories is a specter and a body.
Incarnation and disembodiment. Dying and living are liminal partners in this book, weaving in and
out of the textual voice.
Barrett: There’s so little boundary between your experiences and your soul in that some
chapters you write like a living ghost. I think that’s because you don’t allow your personality to
dominate your essence and we’re just not used to seeing so much essence happening all at once.
Tara: I like when my characters, who sometimes take the form of my past selves, act out in authentically
dissatisfactory or antithetical ways, but I also enjoy seeing them do what they want to do, what they
need to do. The “I” in Blood Histories is a specter and a body. Incarnation and disembodiment. Dying
and living are liminal partners in this book, weaving in and out of the textual voice.
I unlearned an entire system of omission and disclosure. The writer determines where she allows
self-reveal and where withholding possesses more meaningful tension than concrete explication. I had
to stop thinking so much about what to preserve and what to share, at least in terms of disclosure, while
doing the writing itself. Knowing is not empirical, at least not for me. It’s the “essence” you mention
here. To unlearn the rule that knowing has to involve empirical qualities. I also looked back to the texts
that moved me in with a possession of soul and experience that did not regress into abstraction—Charles
Simic, for example, whose epigraph from The World Doesn’t End begins my book.
Most people do not want to hear about prayer and devotion, but those types of rituals help me
recognize the limitations of rules and closed systems. The more I practice building spiritual and
physical health regimens into my daily life, the better I am at discerning the shape and style a piece of
writing should have, outside of systems defined by critics and epistemologists.
Barrett: You’re an artist, not a curator. And Blood Histories is not an artifact. How do you see
the story and stories going past the edges of this book?
Tara: I’m a reader who enjoys entertainment but living in a world where the value placed on money
and capital far exceeds the value placed on human life, I cannot fail to bear witness in my own work,
which means the entertainment has to be lifted up by advocacy. Each story is an opportunity to
effect change. In Blood Histories, I am asking the reader to consider what they know about ancestry,
inherited identities, and storytelling as self-concept. Fairytales and parables are important reflections
on cultural values and mores, but we need to continue to reinvent, deconstruct, and interrogate them.
It is my hope that Blood Histories’ mother-daughter tropes and meditations on illness—body, spirit,
and mind—and recovery, help us think about where we want stories to take us next, what shape they
might have, what powerful characters they can potentially yield.

